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CONANICUT YACHT CLUB’S 96th Annual AROUND THE ISLAND RACE 
 

NOTICE OF RACE AND SAILING INSTRUCTIONS 
 

AMENDMENT #1 
  

The following sections of the NOR have been amended as noted in red to accommodate the inclusion of multihulls in 
the Race: 
 
2. ELIGIBILITY: The Race is open to monohull and multihull sailing yachts 22’ to 80’ and monohull sport boats 

less than 22’ at the discretion of the Race Committee. Monohulls and multihulls will be scored using 2023 
PHRF-NB and NEMA ratings, respectively. The PHRF rating of all monohulls shall be 280 or lower. 

2.1     All monohull yachts must have either a valid 2023 PHRF-NB rating certificate listed on the PHRF-NB 
website (phrf-nb.org) or shall be a member of a recognized One-Design class (e.g., J22, Shields, J24) for which 
a PHRF-NB rating is known.  All multihull yachts shall have a valid 2023 NEMA rating certificate listed on the 
NEMA website (nemasail.org). A yacht with multiple valid PHRF-NB rating certificates shall enter using 
their certificate with the lowest PHRF-NB or highest NEMA rating number.  The only exception to this shall be 
if a yacht with multiple PHRF-NB ratings elects to race within a designated One-Design class where all boats 
are sailing with the class recognized one design sail combination. (e.g., J109). A One-Design boat without a 
PHRF-NB rating that elects to use the standard PHRF-NB rating of a recognized One-Design class must be 
equipped and sail in compliance with the rules of that class.  

  
 
4.      DIVISIONS, CLASSES and SCORING:  
4.1 Monohull and multihull yachts will sail in separate divisions. Yachts will be further divided into 

classes based on PHRF-NB and NEMA handicaps and at the discretion of the Race Committee.  
4.4 Yachts sailing in classes other than a One-Design class will be scored using Time on Time (TOT) correction using 

2023 PHRF-NB or NEMA ratings, as applicable. 
 
 
5. PRIZES: 
5.1 A prize will be awarded to each monohull and multihull with the overall fastest elapsed time.  In the event 

race conditions dictate that the Race Committee establish more than one course, only yachts sailing the 
longest course are eligible for this award. 

5.2 A prize will be awarded to each monohull and multihull with the overall fastest corrected time using 
PHRF (TOT) and NEMA ratings, as applicable.  In the event race conditions dictate that the Race Committee 
establish more than one course, only yachts sailing the longest course are eligible for this award. 

 
 

 
 

 

 


